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HISTORY AND
MISSION
Fifteen students walked
through the door of the newly
founded International School
Basel in 1979, inspired by
founder Janet Galli, an
American entrepreneur. Since
that time, going from strength
to strength, the school has
grown to approximately 1400
students and established itself
as the premier international
school in Basel, Switzerland.

BASEL, SWITZERLAND

The mission of the school is unique, perhaps
the only school in the world that uses a
student’s voice to articulate its core values:

Basel enjoys a remarkable location. It lies at the
crossroads of Switzerland, Germany, and
France, and an obelisk in the Rhine celebrates
the “three-country corner.” One local citizen
said she might go to France for groceries,
Germany for coffee, and be home in Basel in
two hours. With nearly 40 museums and one of
the oldest universities in Europe, Basel is known
as the “cultural capital of Switzerland” and
strongly promotes and celebrates the arts. The
Fall festival, Herbstmesse, and the early spring
carnival, Fasnacht, are two of the largest
festivals in Switzerland and are celebrated in a
uniquely Basel fashion. Basel also offers much
for sports enthusiasts who enjoy everything
from swimming in the Rhine, skiing, cycling,
walking, mountain hiking and rollerblading. In
addition to being a major shipping port on the
Rhine river and the site of one of the oldest
universities in Europe, Basel also prizes its
proximity to the Alps, the Black Forest, and to
the heart of Alsace. Basel is a place to be
curious and with the many opportunities, there
should be something for everyone.

“We all want to learn more;
We all do it in different ways;
We all have fun learning;
We all help.”
-ISB Student
Embedded in these simple and powerful
assertions lies the groundwork for the
school’s goal to support educational
excellence and the curiosity and creativity of
all students, the value of diverse learners and
inclusion, the goal to inspire stimulating and
relevant learning, inside and outside of the
classroom, and a deep-rooted commitment
to the values of “care, compassion, and
responsible action.” The newly refreshed
Mission and Mission Guiding Statements
highlight the school’s powerful commitment
to the whole child in an international setting
and articulates the aspirational direction for
the success and growth of the school.
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THE COMMUNITY
THE FACULTY AND STAFF at ISB are
dedicated practitioners, eager to
deliver a high-quality international
education. They truly care about the
progress of each student and provide
the resources and relationships that
encourage each student to reach for
aspirational personal goals. Students
described the faculty as
“approachable, enthusiastic,
encouraging, patient, and goodhumored.” Teachers support the
importance of being an inclusive school, aware
of the need to find the appropriate pathways to
support and challenge diverse learners. Ongoing IB training connects a knowledgeable and
committed faculty to the IB Learner Profile
across the PYP, MYP, and Diploma Progamme.

intensive needs students thrive in specialized
and individualized programs. The academic
success of ISB students is a remarkable
testimony to the commitment to each
individual student. Each student has the
opportunity to thrive.

THE STUDENTS at ISB reflect the school’s
mission: a vibrant and diverse group of learners
who thrive in an environment which promotes
respect and acceptance among their peers. The
students describe the ethos of ISB as “warm
and welcoming,” and students spoke
convincingly about genuinely kind and empathic
behavior among peers. Admissions are nonselective, and learning support as well as

Students at ISB are predominantly from the US
and the UK, followed by Switzerland, France
and Germany with over 50 nationalities
represented in the internationally diverse
student body. University matriculation is
predominantly to European universities,
although students apply to the US and
colleges of note worldwide.
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, which varies
from 7 to 12 members in total, understands
their responsibility to the families and
students of ISB. ISBR is an AG (limited
company) with Board members elected by
the shareholders. Some members of the
Board serve as representatives of the largest
corporate shareholders while other Board
members are representative of ISB’s largest
single shareholder which is made up of ISB
parents and staff. The Board engages in
regular governance training and professional
development.
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THE PARENT COMMUNITY at ISB
supports the School enthusiastically
through several parent groups as well as
individual efforts. They are proud of ISB,
citing the fact that the School “engenders
a sense of confidence and capability” for
their children. Parents believe in
education and volunteer their time and
expertise actively and often for the benefit
of the entire school community. They
consistently describe the community as
“welcoming and supportive,” citing the
number of ways international newcomers
are brought into the life of the school:
language groups, community events,
service opportunities. The parent
community at ISB is both sophisticated
and well-educated and is committed to
maintaining an active role in the education
of their children.

THE PROGRAM
International Baccalaureate: ISB is an IB
World school and implements the rigorous
standards of the IB through use of the IB
Learner Profile and external moderation
throughout the program, from the Junior
School through to the Senior School. A
commitment to academic excellence is a
key driver of the identity of the
International School Basel.
Schoolwide, the language of instruction is
English. English as an Additional Language
is offered across all grades. German
language is compulsory up to Grade 8,
although students may also take either
emergent French or Spanish in addition.
Starting in Grades 9 and 10, students have
the choice of German, French, or Spanish.
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In the Junior School, EC1-Grade 5, the
primary goal is to teach students to “love
learning and to know how to learn.”
Building agency for students translates
into asking students, “What’s the next
step?” and providing the scaffolding for
enrichment and extension into units of
study. German language instruction is
required and integrated into the school
day. Tracking student progress is
monitored through student-led
conferences, Fountas and Pinnell
recording, results from the Measure of
Academic Performance (MAP) testing, teacher
assessments, and report card grades. Studentled conferences for parents are also used to
support the school-home partnership.

In the Senior School, Grades 8-12, students
complete MYP and DP studies. A remarkable
percentage of Senior School students, over
90%, sit the IB exam. Last year, 107 students
took the IB Diploma exams and earned a 99%
pass rate and an overall average of 35 points
with 64% of students achieving 35 points or
more. IB Diploma results are consistently
excellent.

In the Middle School, Grades 6-7, students
study Individuals and Societies, sciences,
mathematics, arts, design and physical and
health education. Students may conduct their
Personal Project in their mother-tongue
language. The ISB MYP includes interdisciplinary projects such as the Le Linge
trenches trip and activities highlighting cultural
events such as the Festivals of Light and
Fasnacht. MAP testing has been introduced as
a benchmark for student progress.

The music and drama programs throughout
the school are exemplary; Senior School
students are currently trying out for this fall’s
production, “Guys and Dolls.” Experiential and
outdoor programs are regularly planned.
Athletics opportunities are robust, and service
learning is an integral part of the expectations
for all students.
Inclusion: ISB lives its commitment to inclusion
teaching students with diverse learning profiles
and providing robust support for all learners.
Learning support for students with mild to
moderate learning differences is solidly in
place, and the Centre for Supportive Education
(CSE) provides an individualized program for
students who require intensive support. CSE
students also participate in mainstream classes.
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Future-ready: The School has a well-defined
commitment to the focus for students on
developing the future-ready skills of critical
thinking, collaboration, communication,
creativity, and cooperation. Students at ISB
are supported in developing the tools to
curate information and find solutions to
complex problems.

FACILITIES
ISB has made a conscious decision to
coordinate architecture and resources
with a student-centered and familyfriendly approach to its facilities. Three
campuses, conveniently located just
south of Basel city in Reinach, Fiechten
and Aesch, are each dedicated to Senior
School (Grades 8-12), Middle School
(Grades 6-7) and Junior School (EC1Grade 5), providing three unique and
age-appropriate learning environments
under the umbrella of one school. The
campuses are located along the same
tram line, which makes arrival and
departure both reasonable and efficient,
and promotes a feeling of continuity and
“belonging.”

Outside of the classroom, ISB provides a
wonderful panoply of opportunities for
students of all ages, whether through service
learning, athletics, lunchtime “clubs and
activities” for different skills and hobbies, or a
rich set of offerings after school. The
framework of “helping others” is ingrained
into the ethos of the school. In the Senior
School, a number of “societies” are led by
students who organize and lead the groups,
relishing the opportunity to lead their peers
in a variety of initiatives, from engineering to
cooking to entrepreneurship. Senior School
students report that their “voice” is
respected and sought by faculty.
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Academic Excellence: Instills a
culture of academic excellence where
data, research and best practices, and
community input inform curriculum
and teaching. Uses data and
feedback to inform student progress.
Has the experience and expertise to
know what is currently “best in
class” in IB World Schools.
Leading Learning: Prioritizes learning
across all stakeholder groups
including a reliable curriculum,
effective teaching and assessment
practices, aligned professional
development, and ongoing parent
education. Courageous and decisive to
ensure high-quality instruction.

LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
AND CHALLENGES
Personal Qualities: ISB seeks an educational
leader who has the ability to demonstrate deep
emotional intelligence, defined by selfawareness, self-regulation, empathy, and wellhoned interpersonal skills. All stakeholders
identify the need for a leader with the skill for
active listening and the ability to reflect and
follow through on issues of concern when they
arise. Unquestioned integrity and even-handed
leadership practices must characterize the next
director of ISB, and the community seeks a
leader who possesses both a sense of
humor and optimism for the future of
the School.

Future-Ready Students: Promotes deep
understanding and unifies a sophisticated
community of stakeholders about the
future of teaching and learning.
Recognizes in staff their talent and taps
expertise to ensure a future-ready school.
Leads ISB with courage and drive to inspire
and prepare highly adaptable youth.

The successful candidate will have a
proven track record of
accomplishments in the following areas:
Strategic Direction: Ensures agreedupon strategic direction and clear
priorities. Takes action with consistent
follow-through that impacts student
learning and builds community
confidence.
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Leadership: Leads with humility, clarity,
expertise and crisp priorities, investing people
across the community in key school
improvement initiatives. The candidate will
inspire and motivate Leadership Team and
teacher development, building connections
across all school constituencies, including the
parents of ISB.

constituencies. Listens carefully.
Communicates with openness, effectiveness,
and transparency.

Organizational Coherence: Coordinates
systems, processes, and resources to ensure a
collective focus on the ISB mission and values.
Connects people to the ideals of collaboration
and teamwork.

Proactive ambassador: Anticipates and
responds to the changing, competitive
educational landscape in Basel. Researches
and addresses School admissions, enrollment
yield, and retention strategies.

Unified Community: Builds trusting
relationships that inspire confidence across all

Facilities: Ensures that learning environments
support academic excellence.

Change Leadership: Uses change leadership
techniques–communication, understanding,
and involvement of stakeholders—to achieve
ownership and maximum benefit.
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ISB STABILITY MARKERS: A view of the
School’s ability to deliver on the
promise of its mission.
Year ISB Established:

1979

Enrollment:

1,390

Junior School (EC1-5):

557

Middle School (6-7):

234

Senior School (8-12):

599

Nationalities:

50+

Annual Student Turnover:

20%

Annual Faculty Turnover:

9%

Student/Teacher Ratio:

8-to-1

Number of Faculty:

196

Total Faculty and Staff

279

APPLICATION PROCESS
Interested candidates should send the
following in a single PDF:

Number of Board Trustees: 7
Average % Home Country Nationals: 6%
Tuition (2018-19):
Operating Budget:

•

CHF 20,870 (EC1)
CHF 33,070 (G12)

•
•

CHF 39M

Accreditation Agency:
Council of
International Schools and the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges

Cover letter explaining interest in the
International School Basel
A fully updated resume/C.V.
A writing sample that may be a personal
statement, an article for a school
publication, a recent speech, submitted
scholarly article–whatever can help
inform the search committee of
expertise, interests, academic focus and
experience.

In a separate document, please provide five
current references as part of the application,
and send to both: chester@rg175.com &
mark.ulfers@rg175.com
Deadline: November 1, 2018
With Thanks,
Coreen R. Hester and Mark E. Ulfers
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